Problem Statement
How to model a network of uniformly distributed base stations, repeaters and terminals? Reducing the power consumed in the network, does it necessarily result in higher capacity? What are the efficient routing algorithms? How to optimize system parameters?
6
Review of the Literature Assumptions in previous research work Nodes are distributed as a two dimensional Poisson process Nodes acting both as terminals generating packets and routers retransmitting packets Channel access protocol is slotted ALOHA Heavy traffic condition, nodes always have a packet to transmit A node in transmit mode can not receive due to its own interference In each slot, nodes try to transmit one packet with the fixed probability p regardless of the number of received packets Uniform traffic has been assumed, i.e., every node will transmit to any other node with equal probability Review of the Literature (cont'd) Results TDMA, e.g. Hou and Li (1986) for NFP strategy with transmission range reduced to the local destination CDMA, e.g. Sousa and Silvester (1990) for fixed transmission power and fixed source to local destination distance 
Conclusion
Throughput calculation gives us a measure that can be easily compared with maximum system capacity Models should be developed based on the proposed method for calculating throughput in general case Routing algorithms proposed so forth for multihop networking are mostly based on efficient connectivity, further work need to be done to consider the effect of air interference
